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Overview 

Düğün tells the story of the dissociation of a family of six siblings, who had to immigrate to 
Istanbul from their hometown for economic reasons after the death of their parents.  

Although the story at the wedding takes in a similar neighborhood, unlike the previous film, 
The Bride, the city plays a bigger role here. Again, a family trying to hold on to the city where 
they moved is mentioned. However, in this film, there is a community reach out of their 
neighborhood on their business, and attempt to make a place in the metropolis for itself. As 
with other films of the trilogy, the characters who have tremendous strains in the big city 
struggle to find different ways to hold on. Akad also wrote the screenplay and made it for 
Erman Film Company.  

Kişiler 

Zeliha     She is the eldest of six siblings. A young woman in her 20s. 
Halil        He is the eldest brother. He is a hawker and in his 20s. 
İbrahim   He is the other big brother. He is a hawker and in his 20s.  
Bekir       The uncle. He mentors his nephews. 
Cemile    The middle sister. She is a teenager and works at the factory. 
Yusuf      The little brother who continues his education in the city. He is in his teens. 
Habibe    The youngest sister. She works at the factory. She is in her teens. 

Synopsis 

Zeliha lives in a shantytown in Istanbul with her two daughters and three brothers. Siblings 
struggle to survive under the difficult conditions of the city. When their youngest brother 
Yusuf goes to school, the other siblings try to make money by taking their chances in 
temporary jobs. Zeliha works at home and is equally interested in the care of her siblings. 
The bigger brothers look for ways to make more profits by improving their business. They 
see arranging a marriage for their younger sister Cemile for money as an opportunity to 
develop their business. They turn the money comes from the marriage of Cemile to the 
capital. When Ibrahim accidentally stabs someone in a fight, his little brother, Yusuf, takes 
the blame for being underage. The oldest brother, Halil, plans to arrange another marriage 
between his business partner and his other sister Habibe. Zeliha, who cannot stop and regret 
that her two younger siblings’ futures are wasted on for the sake of their older brother's 
plans, cannot stand to lose Habibe too. 

Scenes 

Urfa – İstanbul      The film opens with images from Urfa (a minor city) and continues with 
images of İstanbul. In response to the unemployment and the stagnation of life in Urfa, there 
an exceptionally active business life and a crowd in the streets of Istanbul. A large number of 
people are busy with work and shopping on the streets.  

Slum      The five siblings, Halil, İbrahim, Yusuf, Cemile, and Habibe return home from work 
and school in the evening. They give their earnings to their brother Halil. Their sister who 
greets them at home take care of them one by one. Their uncle comes. They have dinner 
together and talk about the difficulties of life. Halil mentions about the possibility of going 
back to Urfa. Zeliha opposes him. She encourages her siblings.  



Fight for bread      Halil hawks clothes on the street. Ibrahim also hawks the food prepared by 
his older sister Zeliha at home. Ibrahim and Khalil talk about the difficulties of sales. They 
look for a way to fix their work. Zeliha deals with food and housework. The other two sisters 
go to work at the factory. They write a letter for a job offer to an acquaintance with the capital 
in Urfa. They show love and compassion towards each other. Ibrahim explains there is a 
need for a vehicle to sell faster. The uncle advises that Cemile should get married as soon as 
possible as a remedy to economic hardship. Her sister Zeliha opposes it. They talk about the 
sacrifices made by their sister Zeliha for them, her leaving of her fiancée Ferhat. Their uncle 
tries to instill the idea of Cemile’s marriage into Halil and Ibrahim.  

The story of Joseph      Yusuf (Joseph) reads his sisters the story of Joseph, who is thrown 
into the well by his brothers and sold as slaves. Zeliha is worried.  

Argument      Halil was convinced of the idea of Cemile's marriage, but Zeliha opposes it. 
They argue.  

Bargain      The uncle negotiates with the young man who wants to marry Cemile. He 
demands money for himself, too.  

Encounter with Ferhat     Ferhat finds Zeliha. Zeliha refuses to be reunited with Ferhat. She 
says her brothers need her.  

Cemile's wedding      Despite All Zeliha's objections, Cemile is married by Halil. Cemile, who 
is married in his white wedding dress, is replaced by Ibrahim's white triporter. Ibrahim sells 
rapidly.  

Lovers      The butcher's tyro falls in love with young Habibe. He wants to marry her. They 
dream of marriage together.  

A visit      Zeliha goes to visit Cemile. She learns Cemile’s husband employed her as a 
caretaker in a rich house. She wants to take her sister home. Cemile cannot come.  

Meeting      Ferhat insists on to reuniting with Zeliha. He says her brothers will ruin the whole 
family's life. Zeliha articulates she cannot leave them.  

Zeliha gets angry     Zeliha informs the family about Cemile's severe condition. It likens 
Cemile's situation to Yusuf's story: "We set up a wedding table on Cemile's body." She 
regrets not preventing her marriage. 

Fight      While they sell outside Ibrahim, Halil, and Yusuf fight with other vendors for a 
corner. They stab one of them by accident.The brothers run away. Yusuf takes the blame 
because he is underage and has no liability. Therefore, his brothers can keep working with 
getting away from imprisonment. 

Partnership      Halil and his uncle establish a partnership with Cabbar. Halil increases his 
earnings. At dinner, Cabbar likes Habibe. Halil, his uncle, and Cabbar discuss business. 
When Halil leaves the table, his uncle talks to Cabbar about Habibe. He instills the idea of 
marriage.  

Marriage Plan      Halil and his uncle tell Zeliha at home they will marry Habibe to their 
wealthy partner Cabbar for money. Zeliha opposes. Habibe hears about these plans. 

Facing      Habibe’s boyfriend Zeki comes to their house. He argues with her family. 

The help      Zeliha asks Ferhat for help to save Habibe. Ferhat comes to talk to Habibe's 
brothers, but they only fight. 

Lives for sale      Halil brings Cabbar's wedding presents to home. Zeliha argues with Halil. 
She says he ruined all his siblings’ lives one by one. She tells her she is going to prevent the 
wedding. At that time, İbrahim realizes that he does not have a triporter anymore. Halil has 
sold İbrahim's vehicle to make capital. Zeliha yells, "He has sold us all.” 



Habibe's wedding      At the last minute, Zeliha comes back to save Habibe when she is 
about to go with Ferhat. Cabbar stabs Zeliha while she tries to prevent the marriage. 
Wounded Zeliha takes her younger siblings away. 

Themes 

Poverty      In his film, Akad tells the story of the lives of poor people. Except for Cabbar, who 
the brothers try to form a partnership, all of the characters of Düğün are poor people. Poverty 
is also the biggest reason for their migration to Istanbul. They want to achieve prosperity by 
trying their luck in the big city and building a new life.  That is why they look for new ways 
out. The basis of the actions that trigger events is often the confinement created by this 
poverty. However, when poverty is overcome at a certain level, it soon leaves its place to the 
characters’ greed for the money and rise. 

Victim      It is another striking theme to sacrifice some members in the name of the so-called 
common interests of the community on the way to hold on to the great city. The elder 
brothers get an essential capital to improve their business by marrying their sister Cemile. 
They make the same plan for their other sisters. 

On the other hand, the younger brother Yusuf, to make his elder brothers continue their 
work, has to take the blame. He is underage and has no liability. Zeliha, who disapproves of 
what happens, states: "You sold Cemile, and now you're throwing Yusuf into the well." Zeliha 
reminds us of the story of Yusuf, who was thrown into the well by his brothers in religious 
mythology. Yusuf's dream of a good education and a bright future is destroyed under the 
shadow of juvenile delinquency. 

Money and trade      Most of the interpersonal relationships in the film work through money. 
Financial needs and desires are at the forefront. Family relationships become a commercial 
relationship over time. To get out of poverty, their younger sisters are made part of this trade. 
Zeliha opposes it as her uncle and brothers try to sell Cemile. However, Cemile’s wedding 
scene appears in the following shot. Cemile sits in her wedding dress. His older brother 
Ibrahim is very happy: “I’ll be an emperor to this land of Istanbul. You'll see.” He turns to his 
uncle, and says, “Here’s the partner.” 

The scene of the wedding photo is notably remarkable. White wedding dress but unhappy 
Cemile's shot is followed by the shot of a white triporter. Cemile and the vehicle swaps. 
Ibrahim and Halil are very pleased to examine the motor. However, Zeliha is unhappy and 
angry because her sister is taken out of the family.  

The two brothers, who hawk together, develop their business by collaborating with the 
wealthy Cabbar. Halil talks about money and trade throughout the film.   

Exploitation      Exploitation is a theme that Lütfi Akad has heavily touched and cared about 
in the migration trilogy. At Düğün, Akad resorted to cannibalism metaphor to process the 
theme of exploitation. 

Zeliha's ex-fiance Ferhat first expresses this: "Your brothers ate Cemile. Who is battening on 
somebody else; he eats human flesh." Ferhat also warns this will continue in the future. This 
process, which begins with Cemile, continues with similar situations that Yusuf and Habibe 
fall in the later stages of the film.  

Akad addresses this in his memoirs when he mentions about Düğün: “Eating human flesh is 
a habit from the early days of mankind. The question is about to reach easy food. All living 
beings are very keen on it. Man is easy and nutritious prey, but it ends fast. Better yet, to 
make him work and devour the product he raised. As a result, there is no difference between 
eating human flesh and eating his labor.” (L. Akad, 2004. Işıkla Karanlık Arasında). 

There is particular importance to exploit women and their labor in the theme of exploitation. 
Halil and İbrahim sell the food prepared by Zeliha at home. Habibe and Cemile also work in 
the factory. They deliver their wages to their brothers. In the film, the woman has no control 
nor a word over her labor. The women work at home and outside all the time.  



When Zeliha visits Cemile, she learns she is employed by her husband as a caretaker. 
Zeliha gets angry about her sister’s forced labor. Her husband says Cemile had already 
worked at the factory but earns more now.  

Zeliha encounters the obstacle when she wants to take Cemile home. Cemile’s husband 
reminds her of the money he paid when they got married. The woman is being sold first, 
making money by her own family and siblings, and the person who buys her like a 
commodity efforts to make her pay for the second time by selling her labor. Thus, the woman 
is oppressed and exploited in all cases; she is at the bottom of the community.  

Habibe’s boyfriend Zeki also often treats him like a property. In another scene, when Zeki 
finds out that Cabbar wants to marry Habibe, he comes to Habibe's house. Zeki says “There 
will be an auction here, and she will go for the highest and best offer. If you have money, 
raise it. You may have her”. With his speech, he reveals the situation exists in a semi-cynical 
semi-real mood: In this environment, a woman is an entity to be shared by men for her flesh 
and soul. 

Character Analysis 

Zeliha      Zeliha is the film's main character. She is the eldest of the sisters and an adult. 
Zeliha looks at her younger siblings as if she was their mothers in the absence of their 
deceased parents. She expresses love, compassion, and protects them. Therefore, Zeliha 
has earned the respect, love, and trust of her siblings. 

Altruistic      Altruism is Zeliha's most noticeable feature. Throughout the film, Zeliha's various 
behaviors to support and protect her siblings are portrayed. In the house, she does all the 
housework alone and takes care of her younger siblings. She also cooks the food that older 
brothers sell.  

It is her greatest sacrifice to give up her own happiness and devote herself to her siblings. 
Zeliha left her fiancée Ferhat while she was in the country after the death of her parents and 
immigrated to Istanbul with her siblings to take care of them.  

While Ferhat has come to Istanbul looking for ways to convince Zeliha to marry, Zeliha 
emphasizes the impossibility of this in various scenes. Zeliha says, "If I wasn't here, they'd all 
be miserable. It's not the time to think about ourselves. Yusuf will go to school; Habibe has 
grown up. Even if I’ve never given birth, I’m a mother. The mother of all". Zeliha abondons 
her happiness. She rejects Ferhat and describes the situation as "destiny."  

Zeliha sates Cemile is still a child and categorically opposes the men's ascension desires by 
using her. She promises Cemile that she will defend her and says, "I won’t let you bow to 
anyone as long as I exist."  

Strong      Zeliha is a strong woman. She encourages her siblings when they are frustrated in 
adversity. At the beginning of the narrative, her brothers questioned the possibility of 
returning home in desperation. Zeliha makes her attitude clear: "Return? Is there not a single 
place left to set foot on the land of Istanbul? Istanbul gets more men. But it wants a strong 
heart. We have that heart. If you work with your honor, if you sweat, you'll find a place to take 
root in this dust." With this heartening speech, she gives hope to her brothers. 

Zeliha tries to protect them by opposing the marriage of their little sisters. Zeliha cannot stop 
Cemile’s marriage, despite promising to protect her and her objection to his brothers. 
Besides, she cannot stop her younger brother Yusuf from going to prison because of Halil 
and Ibrahim. Zeliha, who seems to regret not being able to intervene in what happened with 
a strong enough stance, rescues her sister at the end. She ignores the threats posed to her 
on her wedding day when it comes to Habibe's marriage.  

Remorseful      Zeliha's objections to prevent Cemile and Yusuf from a severe condition fail.  
Unable to defend her younger siblings from others, Zeliha regrets that she cannot stand 
stronger. She articulates it several times in the film. 



Halil      Halil, the eldest of the brothers, feels the responsibility to take care of his siblings 
and dreams of success in his trading life. As the narrative progresses, Halil who initially set 
out in good faith, takes on another personality and harms his brothers ans sisters.  

Ambitious     Halil, who tries to make money by selling clothes on the streets, begins to look 
for other ways when he realizes that he cannot make much of it. Halil opposed, when his 
uncle first revealed Cemile’s marriage, but he gradually embrace the idea. This dialogue 
between Halil and Zeliha passes outside, watching people in the city's crowds:   

Halil: Who knows what each one of them risked and gave up.  

Zeliha: Do they have to give up something? 
Halil: One day, each of us will get married anyway.  

At this point, contrary to the previous scene, it is comprehended that Halil has now embraced 
the idea of marriage.  

Halil: One of us has to do something for the family. 

Zeliha: Has the burden of the whole family given to a child? 

Halil: You did it too, with leaving Urfa. 

The most significant way Halil finds to earn money is to partner with Cabbar, a wealthy man 
he knows from his hometown. Halil, who signed a partnership agreement by persuading 
Cabbar, will have to make other concessions for this. To improve his business relationship 
with Cabbar, he plans to marry his other sister Habibe to Cabbar with an idea that came out 
of his uncle Bekir. In exchange for this marriage, he would make money, just as Habibe’s 
marriage.  

Halil tries to impose his own business by demeaning his brother İbrahim's dreams. He wants 
İbrahim to quit his job. He believes that his partnership with Cabbar will make them rich. 

Bekir      He is the uncle of five siblings. Bekir arrived in the city before his nephews and he 
guides them now. Bekir thinks of his interests rather than his nephews. He makes money 
through being their relatives and business relationship with them. He is a hypocrite, sneaky, 
manipulative, and money loving. 

Money-grubber       Bekir is a money-grubber character despite the relative purity and 
honesty of the siblings. He is the one who advises two older brothers in commercial matters 
and guides them. While he appears to be helping his nephews, on the one hand, he is acting 
for his benefit; he is into different financial plans.  

Bekir insidiously raised the idea of Cemile and Habibe’s marriages and convinced their 
brothers, even if not Zeliha. İbrahim, who is a hawker on foot and does not make the desired 
profit, wants to buy a vehicle that will increase the speed and mobility of the business but has 
no capital. At that point, Bekir instills the idea that if they marry their sister Cemile, they can 
capitalize on the money they will receive as bride price. Bekir, who appears to be helping, 
receives a commercial advantage as purchasing goods cheaply because he promises 
Cemile to a young man. Also, 10 thousand liras in addition to the bride price, he wants 2 
thousand liras for himself. Therefore, Bekir instills his nephew, İbrahim, the dream of owning 
a vehicle, while he sells the young man to dream of marrying Cemile. 

When he opens the marriage idea to his nephews at home one night, Zeliha disagrees with 
it. She asks who the man is if he is okay. The uncle's answer is, "He's not bad. As long as 
he’s not broke." Bekir thinks that having money is enough to be a good man.  

The uncle also receives a commission on the goods he sells to his nephews and sees them 
as a source for profit. As the film progresses, it is more clearly revealed that Bekir's real 
motive behind his supportive attitude is to gain money through them. 



After making a profit, Bekir follows a similar path for the other nephew, Habibe. As he tries to 
convince Cabbar to like Habibe, he attributes the same praiseworthy qualities to her as he 
used for Cemile before. 

 

Zeliha with her younger siblings 
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Zeliha saves Habibe 


